that conversion to the TEC depends on closure of parts
. Moreover, To terminate transcription, the stability of the TEC the channel consists of two parts, a 10-14 Å "secondary" must decrease. In bacteria, this can be accomplished channel formed by the ␤ЈFG "wall" and the inside of the by an intrinsic termination signal consisting of a GϩC-jaws, and a main channel extending away from the active rich RNA hairpin followed by 7-9 nt of U-rich RNA. In site in the upstream direction (the active site channel). eukaryotes, the mechanism of termination is unknown, Both groups propose that the "secondary" channel but appears to require loss of some factors and possibly could serve as an entry site for NTP substrates. The appearance of these structures represents a historic The idea that termination requires opening of the acadvance in our understanding of one of molecular bioltive site channel is supported by the observations of TEC ogy's most remarkable enzymes. Here we have sugdissociation when a hairpin or antisense oligonucleotide gested several possible structural bases for key steps pairs close enough to the RNA 3Ј end to affect hybrid in its function. Although speculative, they should serve structure (position Ϫ8 or Ϫ9, see Artsimovitch and Lanas stimuli for future work. Hopefully structures of the dick, 1998; Korzheva et al., 1998; Yarnell and Roberts, bacterial RNAP· complex, yRNAPII, and a ternary tran-1999; Nudler, 1999 and references therein). This upscription complex that better define the paths of RNA stream edge of the hybrid may be directly adjacent to and DNA at resolutions comparable to the Taq RNAP contacts that lock the channel closed, so that a disrupstructure will follow soon. These structures should make tion of base-pairing would open the channel. Thus, a RNAP an appealing target for rational drug design. We terminator hairpin might return RNAP to a conformation are poised at the advent of an exciting era in which the similar to that of the promoter complex ( Figure 1A ), first mechanisms of initiation, elongation, pausing, arrest, by forming under the flap and opening the RNA exit and termination can be tested rigorously and finally detunnel, and then by melting the Ϫ8 bp in the hybrid and scribed in molecular detail. disrupting the closed conformation of the active site
